
Organizations want to deliver quality application features faster and 
with greater agility, but getting there can be a challenge. With Rackspace 
DevOps Advisory Workshops, you’ll gain a clear path to your business 
goals. Through collaborative sessions, your Rackspace® team will assess 
your objectives, pain points, architectures, application and platform 
delivery process, organization culture and monitoring capabilities — 
and provide recommendations and strategic roadmaps to help you 
reach your goals.

Experts Dedicated to Your Success
When you choose Rackspace DevOps services, you’ll work with specialists 
behind industry-leading products for managed cloud, security, web 
platforms, databases, containers, email and collaboration apps, disaster 
recovery and IT transformation. Rackspace has expertise to work at 
scale across all the leading public and private clouds for Amazon Web 
Services, Microsoft®, OpenStack® and VMware®. Rackspace experts work 
with you one-on-one, at your location — learning from your SMEs, getting 
a clear picture of your current and desired states, and brainstorming 
new solutions. 

Key Benefits
Rackspace expertise covers a wide range of industry-leading solution 
areas including:

 • Infrastructure automation (AWS CFN, OpenStack® Heat, VRealize 
Orchestrator, Chef, SaltStack®, Ansible®, DSC, etc.)

 • CICD tooling (TeamCity, Jenkins, Bamboo, etc.)

 • Patterns for packaging and deploying various types of applications 
(J2EE, IIS, CMS, etc.)

 • Development SCM branching strategies

 • Successful patterns of DevOps adoption across teams

 • CICD (Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery) process flows

 • Automated testing strategies

 • Application architecture

Workshops
Select the workshop that matches your project’s scope and level  
of complexity — Simple, Complex or Custom. 

Simple Workshop: For customers who have straightforward applications 
using standard, popular stacks (Apache®, Nginix, ROR, J2EE, Python, 
Memcached, Redis, Rabbitmq, etc). Also, ideal for companies who already 
have an idea about how they’d like to solve their technical challenges,  
but need help filling in the gaps and validating the execution details.

Duration: Up to 3 days

Price: $15,000

About Rackspace
Rackspace is your trusted partner across cloud, 
applications, security, data and infrastructure.

 • A leader in the 2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant  
for Public Cloud Infrastructure Managed Service 
Providers, Worldwide

 • 3,000+ cloud experts

 • Hosting provider for more than half of the  
Fortune 100

 • 20+ years of hosting experience

 • Customers in 150+ countries

 • Certifications include: ISO 27001:2005 Certified; 
Level 1 Payment Card Industry (PCI) Service 
Provider; SSAE16 Type II SOC1, SOC2 (Security 
and Availability Only) and SOC 3; CDSA Content 
Protection and Security Standard Certified

 • Employee certifications include: 165+ for Cisco®, 
200+ for Microsoft, 230+ for AWS, 160+ for Red Hat 
and 150 for VMware

Fanatical Experience™
Experts on your side, doing what it takes to 
get the job done right. From first consultation 
to daily operations, Rackspace combines the 
power of always-on service with best-in-class 
tools and automation to deliver technology 
when and how you need it.

DevOps Advisory 
Workshop 
Providing DevOps and application 
architectural solutions.
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Complex Workshop: For customers who have relatively complicated application stacks and 
software delivery practices. Also, ideal for companies who need assistance choosing the best 
route to address their technical challenges.

Duration: Up to 5 days

Price: $25,000

Custom Workshop: For customers who have very complicated application stacks and 
software delivery practices. Also, ideal for companies who have multiple business units  
with varying applications, processes and practices. Tailored agenda may include demos  
and training sessions.

Duration: Varies

Following your workshop, you will receive a DevOps Assessment Report that includes:

 • Audit of current state

 • Recommended strategies for achieving business objectives and eliminating pain points

 • Roadmap of activities needed to move from current state to goals 

 • Detailed list of services that Rackspace can provide to assist in this transformation

Services Delivered Your Way
The following additional services can help you accelerate your DevOps journey:

DevOps — On Demand: A platform- and tools-agnostic offering with services available on a 
host of platforms (Dedicated, AWS, VMWare, OpenStack, Hyper-V) using a host of technologies 
(Chef, Salt, DSC, Jenkins, TeamCity, Octopus Deploy, Bamboo, etc.). This platform is ideal 
for organizations that need Infrastructure automation and CICD (Continuous Integration/
Continuous Delivery) flows implemented.

DevOps — Maintenance Plan: Collaboration on changes to your environment, including 
expert advice and handling of infrastructure automation and CI/CD configuration change 
implementations. Ideal for organizations that need ongoing maintenance for their infrastructure 
automation and CICD projects, and for organizations not interested in investing internally on 
that expertise.

Take the Next Step
Let’s talk about how Rackspace DevOps expertise helps you achieve your goals. 

Learn more: www.rackspace.com/devops/professional-services  
Call: 1-800-961-2888


